IUSM Therapeutic Validation Core

RRID:SCR_012211
Type: Tool

Proper Citation
IUSM Therapeutic Validation Core (RRID:SCR_012211)

Resource Information

URL: http://www.scienceexchange.com/facilities/therapeutic-validation-core-iu

Description: The Therapeutic Validation core (TVC) assists clinical investigators to develop and perform correlative biological assays needed to validate mechanism(s) of action of candidate drugs/therapies and to develop and test new hypotheses. The TVC also provides technical and intellectual support in the development, implementation, and validation of predictive and pharmacodynamic biomarkers for novel, molecularly-targeted anticancer agents.

Resource Name: IUSM Therapeutic Validation Core
Proper Citation: IUSM Therapeutic Validation Core (RRID:SCR_012211)
Resource Type: Resource, service resource, core facility, access service resource
Resource ID: SCR_012211
Parent Organization: Indiana University School of Medicine; Indiana; USA
Related resources: Indiana University Labs and Facilities
Website Status: Last checked down
Alternate IDs: SciEx_10711
Abbreviations: IUSM TVC
No rating or validation information has been found for IUSM Therapeutic Validation Core.

No alerts have been found for IUSM Therapeutic Validation Core.

**Data and Source Information**

*Source:* SciCrunch Registry

**Usage and Citation Metrics**

We have not found any literature mentions for this resource.